The competition of various shopping centers in attracting consumers is getting more intense due to the increased consumer purchasing power. Many studies show that consumers are more interested to shop in a modern market, which has many attractive facilities, but only a few studies have examined the satisfaction of consumers shopping in traditional markets. The purpose of this study was to examine the level of customer satisfaction in traditional markets and to fi nd out the priority strategies for improving traditional market performance. The data was analyzed using the Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) and Importance Performance Analysis (IPA). Non-probability sampling was employed with an accidental sampling technique to as many as 180 customers in 8 traditional markets in Indonesia. Based on the research analysis, the CSI value obtained was 74.25%, showing that the customers were satisfi ed with the performance of traditional market merchants. The most considered marketing mix attribute to consumers in shopping was the friendliness of merchants when serving their consumers. This means that consumers did not only pay attention to the type of products purchased but also consider the services they received in the transaction. The priority strategy that needs to be done is to maintain the performance of attributes in Concentrate Here quadrant which consist of product availability, market hygiene, product price in line with expectations, lower product price, additional free product for certain quantity purchase, and discounted price from merchants. 
INTRODUCTION
Traditional market is the economic base of the people that has the potential and is able to move the wheels of the Some of the reasons why customers are reluctant to shop in traditional markets are because they are hot, dirty, muddy, crowded, and smelly, also because they have distant locations, uncertain prices, slight product variations, improper arrangements, and low security levels. Rianse et al., (2013) mentioned that prices in traditional markets are sometimes more expensive when compared to the price of products offered by village cooperatives.
Traditional market participants, especially merchants, should pay attention to customer needs, in terms of both quantity and quality. Retailers have always worked to establish close relationships with customers through the retail marketing mix, said Blut et al., (2018) . Meanwhile, according to Malik et al., (2012) , customer satisfaction is considered as the most important factor to gain a competitive advantage in the business world. Customer satisfaction infl uences both success and sustainability of a business. (Dwi & Rachmina (2011) 
METHODS
The research locations were determined using the purposive method This finding is in line with the results of previous studies (Srivastava & Kaul, 2014; Söderlund & Sagfossen, 2017; and Söderlund, 2018 Source : Primary Data (2017) and the results can be further implemented.
The position of each attribute on the four quadrants is used as an alternative strategy tool to improve performance in traditional markets that brings impact on customer satisfaction.
a. Concentrate Here Quadrant

Market hygiene
The cleanliness of the market environment is a common thing that should not be ruled out. Trash from the rest of the product sales that is not removed will Agro Ekonomi Vol. 29/Issue. 2, December 2018 224 cause unpleasantness, such as stink and low aesthetic value generated. Customers will feel more comfortable when the place is clean which is related to health and comfort. This fi nding is relevant with the fi ndings of a previous study (Martínez-Ruiz et al., 2010) .
Product availability
Customers are satisfi ed when they fi nd the product they are looking for in the shopping location. In contrast, customers will feel disappointed if the product sought is not found in the shopping location, which will affect the willingness of customers to buy back in the same location.
Product price in line with expectation
The price is one of the aspects that become main consideration for customers in determining the shopping location. The product pricing will be adjusted to the quality of the goods as well as various other factors to be charged such as tax of the place for selling. Price-conscious and low-income shoppers put less emphasis on convenience and service in stores. Conversely, customers living in high GDP countries can afford not only satisfying higher needs but also different preferences for products and services (Hsieh et al., 2004) . Based on the research results, the price of the product is still highly considered compared to the service, facilities, and product quality received by customers.
Lower product price
Traditional market merchants rarely set a high price to be negotiable. Expensive prices can be caused by several factors such as the location of a market that is diffi cult to reach by public transport. The price offered is not quite different with a nearby retail market. Customers expect to obtain low prices in traditional markets because the merchants' price is a key determinant of customer satisfaction (Blut et al., 2018) . 
b. Keep Up the Good Work Quadrant
Merchants honesty
The interaction between customers and employees has been found to affect a customer's in-store shopping experience (Terblanche, 2018) . The honesty of merchants is an important aspect for customers because it affects customers' confidence in the merchants. From the research result, it is known that merchants have to be honest to provide satisfaction for customers. The scales are fi t and appropriate in size and that promotional merchants do not exaggerate products intended to deceive. 
Merchants' friendliness
Merchants' alertness
Merchants in traditional markets generally serve customers with alacrity according to their ability. This is done because the merchant appreciates valuable customer time, especially shopping activities in traditional markets that will take longer due to the visit to several locations.
Customer convenience in shopping
Freedom of movement is an important aspect for customers and affects the level of customer convenience in shopping.
Limited space for shopping can make customers switch to other merchants.
Merchants in traditional markets have tried to arrange the place of sale for customers to be free for passing by. In addition, customers can also be face to face with the merchant, and this will provide fl exibility of communication enabling information submitted by merchants to be channeled optimally.
Product diversity
The good ability of traditional market merchants is also seen from the variety of their products. It is important because costumers will find it easier to seek a variety of products in the same location.
Traditional markets provide raw goods such as vegetables, fruits, meat, and fi sh as well as fi nished goods such as cakes, ready-to-eat meals, clothing, and household items.
Strategic market location
From the results of the study, it is known that location becomes an important aspect for customers. A previous study found that physical environment has a significant correlation with customer satisfaction (Mahfooz, 2014 
Neat product arrangement
Neat and attractive product structuring will certainly provide a positive impression for customers. Merchants can do this by grouping products into types, colors, or prices. Thus, customers will fi nd it easier to choose the goods they want. A neat and easy-to-reach product setup becomes an important point for customers.
Bargain product prices
Traditional markets are a shopping place popular for their bargaining system. The seller is free to set prices for the products and the customer is entitled to bid at a lower price until an agreement is reached between the two. It cannot be found in modern markets where the product is at a fi xed price. This has an impact on the psychology of customers who manage to bid because it is perceived that a lower price is obtained even though the price has been considered by the merchants to keep a profi t.
c. Low Priority Quadrant
Product packaging
In general, customers have brought containers to carry groceries so it has been estimated that they are the right containers. 
Good packaging process
The packaging process is not an important consideration for customers to shop. Traditional market merchants pay less attention to the skills to package products, so it is common to fi nd several types of products that should be separated are instead combined with the reason to save containers.
Delivery order facility
Customers in traditional markets assess the delivery aspect as not important and that the performance of merchants has not been satisfactory. Customers prefer buying directly and bringing their own products after shopping to using delivery service. This is because customers will buy in the amount corresponding to the transportation used.
Identity stall
Customers in traditional markets rarely pay attention to the existence of plank sign on kiosks to determine which store to go. This is because customers memorize the location and name of the 
Flexible payments
From the results of the study, it is noted that most customers do not make debt to merchants due to several factors such as the distance of the house that is not close to the traditional markets. Customers have prepared enough money in accordance with the groceries. They consider a fl exible payment aspect (ability to lend) as an unimportant aspect even if the merchant provides the convenience to do so.
Price developments
Price-sensitive customers will be 
